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The thesis and arguments
Your thesis is not clearly stated and delineated. Are you simply juxtaposing determinism and free
will? Are you showing us that science and religion are incompatible? Or that somehow they can
be compatible? After your introduction, I knew what your topic was, but not so much your thesis.
Your last sentence makes clearer your intent, but that’s too late.

What is more important is the lack of structure to your arguments, the weak focus of those
arguments, and the heavy repetition of your presentation. As a reader, I was frequently unsure
as to why you had presented a certain piece of information or a particular point of view, since it
was disconnected from the remainder of your argument. Some of your arguments tended to restate
established elements of your topic, and other weren’t arguments at all.

Your conclusion is therefore unsurprising. It is not notable that a strict belief in determinism does
not fit with Christian belief. It is only mildly more interesting that some scientists are not strict
determinists, and so they may hold Christian beliefs.

The writing
Too much repetition, too much excess verbiage, and too many loose arguments. You could have
made your point in three pages, so you should have done so.

Items marked on the paper
(1) Determinism is not a scientific hypothesis. It is a philosophical conjecture, and it is not
amenable to scientific evaluation. Pitting science and religion against one another using this ques-
tion is a faulty construct.

(2) Careful. What is prediction here? Performed by whom? And performed how?

(3) Is that Collins’ definition? (I don’t think that it is.) Is it some other definition? Quote and
cite!

(4) The two parts of this sentence have nothing to do with one another. What’s the relationship?
What point are you trying to make?

(5) Whether the source of morality can be addressed scientifically is a debatable point. Collins
tries to claim otherwise, but his argument does not put to rest the recent efforts to explore morality
as an evolved trait.
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(6) What does any of this have to do with determinism? You’ve lost your reader here. I had to go
back to the first page to remember what your thesis was.

(7) You present a great deal of repetitive background on why determinism and free will conflict.
But where is the argument? Here’s where the lack of a clearly stated thesis becomes more evidence.
You have no point to support, so you have no arguments to present.

Grade: C+
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